Abstract A simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic set that integrates quantitative and qualitative evaluation can serve as an extension of both an uncertain linguistic variable and a simplified neutrosophic set. It can describe the real preferences of decision-makers and reflect their uncertainty, incompleteness and inconsistency. This paper focuses on multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) problems in which the criteria occupy different priority levels and the criteria values take the form of simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic elements. Having reviewed the relevant literatures, this paper develops some generalized simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic prioritized weighted aggregation operators and applies them to solve MCDM problems. Finally, an illustrative example is given, and two cases of comparison analysis are conducted with other representative methods to demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the developed approach.
Introduction
Since Zadeh [1] proposed fuzzy sets (FSs) in 1965, they have come to be regarded as a powerful tool with applications across various fields [2] , such as fuzzy classification [3, 4] , learning rules discovery [5] , intrusion detection [6] , and modeling fuzzy-in fuzzy-out systems [7] . In order to deal with the uncertainty of non-membership degree, Atanassov [8] introduced intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) as an extension of Zadeh's FSs. IFSs have been widely applied in solving multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) problems [9] [10] [11] .
Although FSs and IFSs have been developed and generalized, they cannot deal with every sort of fuzziness in real problems. In some cases, linguistic variables are effective in coping with complex or ill-defined situations [12] . In recent years, linguistic variables have been studied in depth, leading to the development of numerous MCDM methods associated with other theories. These include intuitionistic linguistic sets (ILSs), which combine IFSs and linguistic variables [13] ; gray linguistic sets, which integrate gray sets and linguistic variables [14] ; and hesitant fuzzy linguistic sets (HFLSs) and linguistic hesitant fuzzy sets (LHFSs) [15] , both of which are based on linguistic term sets and hesitant fuzzy sets (HFSs). HFLSs and LHFSs are used to express decision-makers' hesitance, utilizing linguistic scale functions to model linguistic information. Hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets, which describe decision-makers' preferences using several linguistic terms, are more suitable than traditional fuzzy linguistic sets in expressions [16] . Another method based on the 2-tuple linguistic information model [17, 18] , can effectively avoid the information distortion that has hitherto occurred in linguistic information processing [19] . In some cases, decision-makers cannot completely express information by selecting linguistic labels, but they can describe opinions with interval linguistic labels. They are called uncertain linguistic variables. Xu [20, 21] developed some methods for solving MCDM problems with uncertain linguistic variables. Similarly, strategies like using intuitionistic uncertain linguistic variables [22] and hesitant fuzzy uncertain linguistic elements (HFULEs) [23] have been proposed to solve MCDM problems associated with some aggregation operators. Broadly speaking, linguistic variables and uncertain linguistic variables can express uncertain information but not incomplete or inconsistent information. For example, when a paper is sent to a reviewer, he or she may state that the paper is perhaps higher than ''good'' but lower than ''very good''. Furthermore, he or she may estimate the possibility that a statement is true at 60 %, the possibility that it is false at 50 %, and the degree to which he or she is unsure at 20 %. This issue cannot be addressed effectively with FSs or IFSs. Therefore, new theories are required.
Smarandache [24] proposed neutrosophic sets (NSs). Since it is difficult to apply NSs in real scientific and engineering situations, single-valued neutrosophic sets [25] , interval neutrosophic sets (INSs) [26, 27] , neutrosophic refined sets [28, 29] , neutrosophic soft sets [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , and neutrosophic graphs [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] were introduced. Subsequently, studies of the various aspects of NSs have concentrated on defining operations and aggregation operators [40] [41] [42] , correlation coefficients [43] [44] [45] [46] , entropy measures [47] [48] [49] [50] , similarity measures [51] , and subsethood measures [52] to cope with MCDM problems. In addition, an outranking approach was developed to deal with MCDM problems with simplified neutrosophic sets (SNSs) [53] and INSs [54] . A neutrosophic normal cloud model was constructed and applied to tackle single-value neutrosophic MCDM problems [55] . To overcome the problems involved in using linguistic variables and uncertain linguistic variables associated with IFSs and HFSs, single valued neutrosophic linguistic sets (SVNLSs) [56] , interval neutrosophic linguistic sets (INLSs) [57, 58] , interval neutrosophic uncertain linguistic sets (INULSs) [59, 60] , and single valued neutrosophic trapezoid linguistic sets [61] were introduced. However, in some cases, the operations [56] [57] [58] [59] may be irrational. This paper will discuss these limitations and define new operations for simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic elements (SNULEs). As for the aforementioned example, it can be expressed as ½h 5 ; h 6 ; ð0:6; 0:2; 0:5Þ h iusing SNULEs. SNULEs have enabled great progress in describing qualitative information, and to some extent they can be considered an innovative construct.
In general, aggregation operators are significant tools for addressing information fusion in MCDM problems. Aggregation operators for SVNLSs, INLSs, and INULSs include the strict assumption that the aggregated arguments all hold the same priority level. However, this assumption is not always valid in real-world applications. Consider a situation where we are selecting a car on the basis of safety and cost. We generally would not allow a benefit in terms of cost to compensate for a loss in safety. Consequently, it is significant to describe this practical issue in precise mathematical terms. Yager [62] first addressed this issue by developing the prioritized aggregation (PA) operator, which holds many advantages over other operators. For example, the PA operator does not require weight vectors, and it only needs to be informed of the priorities among the criteria. A drawback of Yager's research [62] is that it can only deal with precise situations where criteria values and weights are in the real number domain. This paper addresses the simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic information aggregation method, which includes priority relationships between aggregated arguments. In addition, some generalized PA operators for aggregating SNULEs that are a special case of simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic sets (SNULSs) are developed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews uncertain linguistic term sets as well as the concepts of NSs and SNSs. Section 3 provides operations for SNULEs and proposes a method for comparing SNULEs based on the linguistic scale function. Section 4 extends the traditional PA operator to the simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic environment. A generalized simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic prioritized weighted aggregation (GSNULPWA) operator is developed and some properties and special cases are discussed. In addition, a MCDM approach based on the GSNULPWA operator is introduced. Section 5 gives an illustrative example based on the proposed approach and analyzes the influence on ranking results of linguistic scale function f To preserve all the given information, the discrete lin- [20] .
Letĥ ¼ ½h a ; h b , where, h a ; h b 2 H, h a and h b are the lower and upper bounds, respectively. Thenĥ is called an uncertain linguistic variable. LetĤ be the set of all uncertain linguistic variables [20] .
Consider any two uncertain linguistic variableŝ
and k 2 ½0; 1, then the operational laws are defined as follows [20, 21] :
Linguistic scale functions
To use data more efficiently and to express semantics more flexibly, linguistic scale functions assign different semantic values to linguistic terms under different situations [15] . These functions are preferable in practice because they are flexible and can produce more deterministic results according to different semantics. For linguistic term h i in linguistic set H, where H ¼ h i i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; 2t j f g , the relationship between the element h i and its subscript i is strictly monotonically increasing [65] . Linguistic scale functions are defined below.
Definition 1 [15] . If h i 2 ½0; 1 is a numeric value, then the linguistic scale function f that conducts the mapping from h i to h i ði ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; 2tÞ is defined as follows:
f : h i ! h i ði ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; 2tÞ;
where 0 h 0 \h 1 \h 2 \ Á Á Á \h 2t .
Clearly, function f is strictly monotonically increasing with respect to subscript i. The symbol h i ði ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; 2tÞ reflects the preferences of the decisionmakers when using the linguistic term h i 2 H ði ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; 2tÞ. Therefore, the function or value in fact denotes the semantics of the linguistic terms.
. . .; 2tÞ:
The evaluation scale of the linguistic information given above is divided on average.
. . .; 2tÞ
The value of a can be determined using a subjective approach. Let A and B be two indicators. Assume that A is far more significant than B and the importance ratio is m. Then a k ¼ m (k represents the scale level), and a ¼ ffiffiffi ffi m k p . At present, the vast majority of researchers believe that m ¼ 9 is the upper limit of the importance ratio. If the scale level is 7, then a ¼ ffiffi ffi 9 7 p % 1:37 [66] . Extending the middle of the given linguistic term set to both ends also increases, the absolute deviation between adjacent linguistic subscripts.
The values b; c 2 ½0; 1 denote the curvatures of the subjective value functions for gains and losses, respectively [67] . Kahneman and Tversky [67] experimentally determined that b ¼ c ¼ 0:88, which is consistent with empirical data. As the middle of the given linguistic term set extends to both ends, the absolute deviation between adjacent linguistic subscripts decreases.
To preserve all the given information and facilitate calculations, the above function can be expanded to
and is a strictly monotonically increasing and continuous function. Therefore, the mapping from H to R þ is one-to-one because of its monotonicity, and the inverse function of f Ã exists and is denoted by f ÃÀ1 .
NSs and SNSs
Definition 2 [24] . Let X be a space of points (objects) with a generic element in X, denoted by 
where ½h L hðxÞ ; h U hðxÞ 2Ĥ, tðxÞ 2 ½0; 1, iðxÞ 2 ½0; 1 and f ðxÞ 2 ½0; 1, with the condition 0 tðxÞ þ iðxÞ þ f ðxÞ 3 for any x 2 X. And tðxÞ, iðxÞ and f ðxÞ represent, respectively, the degrees of truth-membership, indeterminacymembership and falsity-membership of the element x in X to the uncertain linguistic variable ½h Operations of SNULEs represent one of the essential themes. It is not appropriate to extend the operations of single valued neutrosophic linguistic numbers (SVNLNs) [56] , interval neutrosophic linguistic numbers (INLNs) [57] or interval neutrosophic uncertain linguistic variables (INULVs) [59] to SNULEs because of irrational aspects in the operations of SVNLNs, INLNs, and INULVs, and the limitations are not eliminated. In the following section, discussion regarding limitations in the operations of INLNs [57] are conducted as an example, and modified operations are defined.
Operations of SNULEs
À Á be any two INLNs and k ! 0. Then the following operations of INLNs can be defined.
However, the operations presented in Definition 5 have some obvious limitations:
1. All operations are carried out directly on the basis of the subscripts of linguistic terms, which cannot reveal Moreover, similar problems also exist in the operations of SVNLNs [56] and INULVs [59] .
Therefore, it would be more reasonable if the two parts of INLNs and SNULEs were simultaneously taken into account, which requires new operations.
In order to overcome the limitations described above, we introduce a new definition of operations of SNULEs, inspired by the work of Tian et al. [69] .
; ðt 2 ; i 2 ; f 2 Þi be any two SNULEs, f Ã be a linguistic scale function and k ! 0. Then the following operations of SNULEs can be defined:
According to Definition 1, f Ã is a mapping from the linguistic term h i to the numeric value h i , and f ÃÀ1 is a mapping from h i to h i . Therefore, the first parts of (1-5) are uncertain linguistic variables consisting of linguistic terms, and the second parts of (1-5) are SNNs. In other words, the results obtained by Definition 6 are also SNULEs.
The operations defined above occur on the basis of the linguistic scale function, which can present different results when a different linguistic function f Ã is employed. Therefore, decision-makers can flexibly select f Ã depending on their own personal preferences and the actual semantic situations.
In practical applications, a 1 È a 2 , a 1 a 2 , ka 1 and a 
three arbitrary SNULEs and f Ã be a linguistic scale function. Then the following properties are true.
Comparison method for SNULEs
Based on the score function and accuracy function of ILSs, we can determine the score function, accuracy function and certainty function of a SNULE, which are significant indexes for ranking alternatives in decision-making problems.
, and let f Ã be a linguistic scale function. An aggregation expression Eðĥ h 1 Þ can be expressed as
in which f q is the continuous order weighted averaging operator and the function q is denoted by a basic unitinterval monotonic function developed by Yager [70] . 
ð3Þ
For SNULE a 1 , if the truth-membership t 1 with respect to the uncertain linguistic variableĥ h 1 is bigger and the determinacy-membership i 1 and the falsity-membership f 1 corresponding toĥ h 1 are smaller, then a 1 is greater and the reliability ofĥ h 1 is higher. For the accuracy function Aða 1 Þ, if the difference between t 1 and f 1 with respect toĥ h 1 is bigger, then the statement is more affirmative, meaning that a 1 has higher accuracy. As for the certainty function Cða 1 Þ, the certainty of a 1 positively depends on the value of t 1 . The bigger Sða 1 Þ, Aða 1 Þ and Cða 1 Þ are, the greater the corresponding a 1 is.
Example 3 Use the data of Example 2, and let qðyÞ ¼ y 2 . Then the following results can be calculated. On the basis of Definition 7, the method to compare SNULEs can be defined as follows: 
GSNULPWA operator and its application in MCDM problems
This section develops a GSNULPWA operator and analyzes some of its desirable properties. Subsequently, some special cases with respect to the parameter k are discussed. Finally, a MCDM approach is proposed, based on the GSNULPWA operator.
PA operator
Definition 9 [62] . Let G ¼ G 1 ; G 2 ; . . .; G n f gbe a collection of criteria that ensures prioritization between the criteria expressed as the linear ordering 
GSNULPWA operator
This subsection investigates the prioritized weighted average operator under a simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic environment. The definition of GSNULPWA operator and its relevant theorems are provided below.
. . .; nÞ be a collection of SNULEs, and let GSNULPWA: X n ! X. If
then the function GSNULPWA is called a GSNULPWA operator, where
. . .; nÞ. Furthermore, Sða k Þ is the score of a k , and satisfies Sða k Þ 2 ½0; 1.
Based on the operational laws of SNULEs described in Sect. 3, Theorem 2 can be proven as follows:
. . .; nÞ be a collection of SNULEs. Let
. . .; nÞ, and let Sða k Þ be the score of a k . The aggregation value, obtained by using the GSNULPWA operator is also a SNULE, and GSNULPWAða 1 ; a 2 ; . . .; a n Þ ¼ a
where
. . .; nÞ, and Sða k Þ is the score of a k .
The following verifies Eq. (1) using the mathematical induction on n.
Proof. First, the following equation needs to be proved.
1. When n ¼ 2, the following equation can be calculated.
That is, when n ¼ 2, Eq. (2) is true. 2. Suppose that when n ¼ k, Eq. (2) is true. That is, Then, when n ¼ k þ 1, the following result can be calculated.
That is, when n ¼ k þ 1, Eq. (2) is true. 3. Therefore, Eq. (2) holds for all n.
Then, through Eq. (2), Eq. (1) can be proved right. GSNULPWAða 1 ; a 2 ; . . .; a n Þ ¼ a:
Proof. Since a j ¼ a for all j, according to Eq. (6) in Theorem 1, the following equation can be obtained. GSNULPWAða 1 ; a 2 ; . . .; a n Þ ¼ a
. . .; nÞ, and let Sða k Þ be the score of a k . Further, let
Then, Sða À Þ S GSNULPWAða 1 ; a 2 ; . . .; a n Þ ð Þ Sða þ Þ.
Proof. Let GSNULPWAða 1 ; a 2 ; . . .; a n Þ ¼ a ¼ ½h
n o for all j, based on Theorem 3, the following equations hold.
In addition, since both f Ã and f ÃÀ1 are strictly monotonically increasing and continuous functions, then
Therefore, based on the description in Definition 7, Eðĥ a Þ Eðĥ a Þ Eðĥ a þ Þ. 2. Similarly, for the truth-membership part, indeterminacy-membership part and falsity-membership part, the following inequalities hold.
That is, min
ff j gÞ, and
Therefore, Sða À Þ S GSNULPWAða 1 ; a 2 ; . . .; a n Þ ð Þ Sða þ Þ.
The following discusses some special cases of the GSNULPWA operator. 1. If k ¼ 1, then the GSNULPWA operator degenerates into the SNULPWA operator.
2. If k ! 0, then the GSNULPWA operator degenerates into the SNULPWG operator.
3. If k ! 1, then the GSNULPWA operator degenerates into the following form.
MCDM approach based on GSNULPWA operator
This subsection applies the GSNULPWA operator to solve MCDM problems with simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic information. For MCDM problems with simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic information, assume that there is a set of criteria C ¼ c 1 ; c 2 ; . . .; c n f g , and the prioritization relationship that exists among them is c 1 1 c 2 1 Á Á Á 1 c n . This indicates that criterion c j has a higher priority than c k if j\k. Under these criteria, there exists a set of the alternatives A ¼ a 1 ; a 2 ; . . .; a m f g and the criteria values of alternatives are expressed as SNULEs r ij ¼ ½h
. . .; m; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ. Suppose that
takes the form of a SNULE for a i with respect to c j . Subsequently, a ranking of alternatives is required.
In general, the following are the main procedures of the MCDM approach described above.
Step 1. Normalize the decision matrix. In general, there are two types of criteria, called maximizing criteria and minimizing criteria. In order to ensure uniform criterion types, the minimizing criteria need to be transformed into maximizing criteria using the negation operator in Definition 6.
For convenience, the normalized criterion values of a i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; mÞ with respect to c j ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ are also expressed as ½h
Step 2. Calculate the comprehensive evaluation values for each alternative.
Use Eq. (1) to calculate the comprehensive evaluation values, denoted by r i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; mÞ for each alternative a i .
Step 3. Calculate the score values, accuracy values and certainty values of r i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; mÞ.
Use the equations in Definition 7 to calculate the score values, accuracy values and certainty values, denoted by Sðr i Þ, Aðr i Þ and Cðr i Þ of r i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; mÞ, respectively.
Step 4. Rank all alternatives and select the best one(s). Use the comparison method described in Definition 8 to rank all the alternatives and select the best one(s) according to Sðr i Þ, Aðr i Þ and Cðr i Þ ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; mÞ.
Illustrative example
This section employs an investment appraisal project to apply the proposed decision-making approach, and to demonstrate its validity and effectiveness.
Background
The following case is adapted from [69] .
ABC Nonferrous Metals Co. Ltd. is a large state-owned company whose main business is producing and selling nonferrous metals. It is also the largest manufacturer of multi-species nonferrous metals in China, with the exception of aluminum. To expand its main business, the company is engaged in overseas investment, and a department consisting of executive managers and several experts in the field has been established specifically to make decisions on global mineral investments.
Recently, the overseas investment department decided to select a pool of alternatives from several foreign countries based on preliminary surveys. After thorough investigation, five countries (alternatives) are taken into consideration, that is, a 1 ; a 2 ; . . .; a 5 f g . Many factors affect the investment environment, and four factors are prioritized based on the experience of the department personnel. These include c 1 , resources (including the suitability of the minerals and their exploration); c 2 , politics and policy (including corruption and political risks); c 3 , economy (including development vitality and stability); and c 4 , infrastructure (including railway and highway facilities).
The decision-makers, including experts and executive managers, gather to determine the decision information. The linguistic term set H ¼ h 0 ; h 1 ; h 2 ; . . .; h 6 f g ¼ very poor; poor; f slightly poor; fair; : sightly good; good; very goodg is employed here, and the evaluation information is given in the form of SNULEs. Following a heated discussion, they come to a consensus on the final evaluations which are expressed by SNULEs in Table 1 .
An illustration of the proposed approach
The following section presents the main procedures for obtaining the optimal ranking of alternatives. Assume that the prioritization relationship for the criteria is
and qðyÞ ¼ y 2 .
Step 1. Normalize the decision matrix. Because all of the criteria are maximizing criteria, the performance values of alternatives a i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5Þ do not need to be normalized.
Step Step 4. Rank the alternatives and select the best one(s).
Use the comparison method described in Definition 8 to rank all the alternatives and select the best one(s) according to Sðr i Þ, Aðr i Þ and Cðr i Þ\; ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5Þ.
a 5 1 a 1 1 a 3 1 a 2 1 a 4 and a 5 is the best one. In order to illustrate the influence of the linguistic scale function f Ã and parameter k on the decision-making result in this example, different f Ã and values of k can be taken into consideration. The results are shown in Table 2 . (Let a ¼ ffiffi ffi Table 2 , show that the ranking of alternatives may change as the linguistic scale function f Ã or parameter k in the GSNULPWA operator changes. If k 5, the best alternative is a 5 ; if k ! 8, the best alternative is a 3 . The worst alternative is always a 4 . Moreover, the rankings of alternatives may differ slightly when f Ã changes. Thus, decision-makers can appropriately select f Ã in accordance with their interests and the actual semantic situations.
Comparison analysis and discussion
To further illustrate the advantages of the proposed approach based on GSNULPWA operator under a simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic environment, a comparative study was conducted using other methods. The comparison analysis includes two cases. One applies the method outlined in Ye [57] , which is compared to the proposed approach using INLNs. In the other, the method introduced in Li et al. [23] is compared to an approach using HFULEs.
Case 1 The proposed approach is compared with the methods using INLNs.
For comparison, the transformation from SNULEs to INLNs is accomplished by substituting each uncertain linguistic variable with the mean value of its upper and Table 2 Ranking results with different k using f 1 1 a 3 1 a 2 1 a 4  a 5 1 a 1 1 a 3 1 a 2 1 a 4  a 5 1 a 1 1 a 3 1 a 2 Table 3 .
It is shown that the rankings of the two methods are a 5 1 a 1 1 a 3 1 a 2 1 a 4 , and the optimal alternative is a 5 . Obviously, these results are the same as those obtained by the proposed approach. This demonstrates both the validity and the advantages of the proposed approach, as it can capture different results in different semantic situations or with different parameters k while the methods in [57] ignore differing semantics. In addition, uncertain linguistic variables are more flexible than linguistic terms in expressing qualitative information. Furthermore, SNSs can state evaluation information more succinctly than INSs. In other words, by incorporating SNULEs, the proposed approach is much more convenient and practical.
Case 2 The proposed approach is compared to a method using HFULEs.
To begin, the SNULE ½h
Then, C a can be replaced by the score value of the SNN ðt a ; i a ; f a Þ, and Li et al. [23] utilized the hesitant fuzzy uncertain linguistic weighted geometric (HFULWG) operator to aggregate hesitant fuzzy uncertain linguistic information with known criteria weights in order to derive the comprehensive overall HFULEs of alternatives. Subsequently, the overall scores of the HFULEs were calculated. Then, a likelihood method was employed to rank the scores. Applying their method produces the scores Sða i Þ for the overall HFULEs and the complementary matrix P as shown in Tables 4 and 5 5 1 a 1 1 a 3 1 a 2 1 a 4 , and the most desirable alternative is a 5 . The rankings obtained by the method in [23] are consistent with some results derived through the proposed approach. Though the ranking results are the same in some situations, the approach developed in this paper is more reliable. The addition operation in SNULEs is more reasonable and reliable because the final simplified neutrosophic number is closely combined with each element of the original SNULE, effectively eliminating information loss. According to Ref. [71] , the operations in [23] have some limitations and may produce information distortion. In addition, the proposed approach's use of SNSs allows it to flexibly express incomplete and inconsistent information that is widespread in scientific and engineering situations, which hesitant fuzzy sets cannot deal with effectively. To summarize the above analysis, the proposed approach for solving MCDM problems with SNULEs has the following advantages.
First, SNULEs that integrate uncertain linguistic elements and SNSs can express evaluation information more flexibly. Although the representation of SNULEs appears complex, it can closely depict uncertain linguistic information while retaining the completeness of the original data and considering the perspectives of decision-makers, all of which can help ensure the accuracy of final outcomes. Furthermore, in applying, SNULEs is allowed, decision-makers can trade off between the characteristics of SNULEs and the interrelated computational costs. Considering that a practical decision-making problem encompasses a huge amount of information, the difficulty of implementing the required computation can be largely overcome with the assistance of powerful computer software.
Second, the operations of SNULEs discussed in this paper are defined on the basis of linguistic scale functions, which can yield different results when a different linguistic scale function f Ã is used. Thus, decision-makers can flexibly select values for f Ã depending on their preferences and the actual semantic environment.
Third, the proposed GSNULPWA operator can deal with MCDM problems in the simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic environment where criteria occupy different priority levels. Moreover, the criteria weights calculated by the PA operator according to the priority levels, are more objective and reasonable than a set of known ones.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a new class of fuzzy sets named SNULEs that reflect uncertain, imprecise, incomplete, and inconsistent information in order to address decisionmaking situations that involve qualitative information rather than numerical information. Based on related research achievements in the literature, this paper also extends the PA operator to the simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic environment. Thus, a MCDM approach based on the GSNULPWA operator is developed. Finally, we offer an illustrative example and conduct two cases of comparison analysis with representative methods.
The main advantages of this study are that the proposed approach based on the GSNULPWA operator can accommodate situations where the input arguments consist of SNULEs. In addition, the proposed operator can take into account different priority levels among the criteria. Furthermore, the results can change according to different values of the linguistic scale function f Ã or parameter k. This allows decision-makers to select the most appropriate linguistic scale function and input parameter for their interests and actual semantic situations. In other words, the proposed approach is more feasible and practical for realworld applications because the operator can both accommodate a simplified neutrosophic uncertain linguistic environment, and can consider priority levels among the criteria.
